
 
 

 

ICON Sports QLD 

 

As Official Partner of COOMERA HOPE-ISLAND CRICKET CLUB 
 

 

 

 

As part of our ongoing partnership, ALL Coomera Hope-Island CC members will receive 20% off all cricket 
equipment purchased through ICON Sports QLD. All equipment enquiries to go through Simon Milenko: 

simonmilenko@icon-sports.com.au.  
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ICON SPORTS QLD - CRICKET RANGE 2020/21 
Enquiries: simonmilenko@icon-sports.com.au 

 

PLAYERS  
The absolute best of the best. Individually hand crafted from 
the finest grade players reserve English Willow.  
Consisting of a full shape and thick edges with a long ranging 
sweet spot this is the bat choice for the ultimate professional.  
With a light pick up, thin handle, multiple grains and new 
embossed matte finish graphics as used by Jimmy Pierson and 
Jordan Silk. 

RRP 
$899 
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SIGNATURE  
The flagship of the Icon range the Signature is back with the 
freshest whitest design yet. Staying true to it’s traditional 
shape and feel with new embossed matte cosmetics. Made from 
players grade English Willow it’s clean grain and light pick 
make the Signature a favourite of players who appreciate it’s 
traditional style and pure looks. This is the purists choice as 
used by our first test cricketer Joe Mennie. 

RRP 
$749 
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CODE  
The Code is big, bold and exciting. It sets the tone for domination 
with it’s distinctive black styling. Designed with the T20 format in 
mind it’s taking the traditional Cricket bat design and making it 
bigger and more powerful. Crafted from special grade 1 English 
Willow and with massive edges and an exaggerated low middle to 
create a lighter pick up the Code will give you the confidence to 
clear the fence, as it did Jonathan Wells who was at his 
destructive best wielding the Code. 

RRP 
$599 
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TORQUE  
The Torque is back and is again utilising the knowledge 
and experience of the bat maker to create a cost effective 
option for the player wanting an entry level cricket bat packed 
with the features and looks of the professional models. 
With a modern shape and new vibrant red and plum cosmetics 
the torque is a great budget conscious choice. 

RRP 
$349 
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DSLTD SMALL MENS  
Small Mens Bats are the perfect transition from Junior Bats. 
Weighing approx 2.6. 
Made from players grade English Willow it’s clean grain and 
light pick make this bat the ultimate choice for any young 
cricketer.  This is the purists choice as used by D’Arcy Short. 

Junior cricket bats at this quality are extremely hard to find! 

 

RRP 
$399 
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DS122 JUNIOR  
Our size 5 and size 6 junior bats have had a facelift and allow 
young cricketers to use the same shape that the professionals 
use.  

The perfect cricket bat for any young player starting out on 
their cricketing journey. 

RRP 
$149 
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Reserve Batting Pads  
The players pad. 

Designed in conjunction with our first class players and made 
to their exact specifications. With it’s traditional cane 
construction, 3- way internal bolster, comfort knee roll design 
and exaggerated side wing protection this is the ultimate in 
protection and comfort. With minimal labelling in line with 
international and first class playing regulations and in the 
Reserve colour way this pad is uncompromising in every 
aspect. As worn by all Icon sponsored players. 

RRP 
$139 
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  Signature Batting Pads  

Icons best selling Signature pad is back.  

Maintaining it’s ever popular design and construction. With 
it’s traditional cane construction and 3 way internal bolsters 
this pad provides the highest possible level of protection. In the 
minimal Signature colour way and with all the features you 
would expect in a top level pad. Padded straps and durable 
instep add to the features of this elite level pad.  

Also available in club colours. RRP 
$129 
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Junior Batting Pads  
SIGNATURE X  

The Signature X is our top level underage pad, featuring 
traditional cane construction this pad provides the top level of 
protection.  

 

 

ARTEMIST 

Light weight protection in the fresh new Artmeist colour way. 

 

 

DS122 JUNIOR 

Junior and Youth pads designed for kids starting out on their 
cricketing adventure.  

RRP 
$119 

RRP 
$79 

RRP 
$99 
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Reserve Batting Gloves  

Signature Batting Gloves  
Our modern take on the batting glove. The 
Signature is our most technologically 
advanced glove with multiple split finger 
design and fibre inserts offering maximum 
flexibility and protection. In the pure white 
colour way and with a premium sheep skin 
leather palm this glove is up to the demands 
of first class Cricket. As won by D’Arcy 
Short.  

This is the exact glove as worn by our professional 
players. Designed in conjunction with and to the exact 
specifications of first class and international players. 
Consisting of a traditional sausage finger construction 
with fibre inserts on the fingers for added protection. 
With a 3-piece thumb design and made from the softest 
available premium sheep skin leather this is the glove 
choice of the true professional.  

 

RRP 
$139 

RRP 
$129 
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DS 122 Junior Batting Gloves 

Designed for those young players starting 
out, the DS122 batting glove delivers! 

RRP 
$49 
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  Wicket Keeping Gloves & Inners  

ARTEMIST YOUTH WK GLOVES 

Icon Cricket’s high quality youth wicket keeping gloves in 
Brisbane Heat colours.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

WK Inners 

Full shami leather Test match quality with superb feel and 
comfort.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

RRP 
$99 

RRP 
$19 
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JP Reserve WK Pads  

Signature Traditional WK Pads  

The JP Reserve wicket keeping pad is ergonomically designed and 
stylish. As worn by Jimmy Peirson of Queensland and the 
Brisbane Heat 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The Signature pads are a traditional shape, in white with flashes 
of silver. 

- Test match quality 
- Traditional HD foam 7 Bar Pad with Dual Side Wing 
- Quick release strap system  

Available in club colours. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RRP 
$129 

RRP 
$99 


